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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editors

Please find our revised manuscript protocol

The Improving Care in Chronic Obstructive Lung disease study: CAROL
Improving processes of care and quality of life of COPD patients in primary care:
A cluster randomized trial

We adapted (marked in the manuscript) the addressed formatting request and
modified the Authors' Contributions section to demonstrate that each author
meets

all three of the following criteria to qualify for authorship:

1. Substantial contributions to: the conception or design of the work; or the
   acquisition, analysis, or interpretation of data for the work; AND
2. Drafting the work or revising it critically for important intellectual content; AND
3. Final approval of the version to be published

We would be pleased if you considered our revised protocol for publication.
Kind regards

Claudia Steurer-Stey, MD
Thomas Rosemann, MD